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Sectior'A

1. Attempt all parts. All parts carry equal marks. lvrite

answer of each part in short. (2x10 = 20)

(a)Definedistributedsystemswithitsexamptes.

(b) What is meant by distributed file system?

(c) Discuss heterogeneity and its characteristics.

-(d)Whichqrpeofnetworkcanbeusedbydistributed
sYstem?
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(e)

(0

G)

Explain global states and distributed debugging.

lVhat is meant by distributed garb age collection?

why are distributed cornputing systems gaining popu-
larity?

(h) Wtrat dre the different types of distributed file sysrem
available?

Write the difficulties occur
sys.tem.

.:

to make distributed

2.

(,) Differentiate between ma$halling and un-marshalling.

Sectior-B

Attempt any five questions from this section.

(l0xS = 50)

(a) Write in detail about the charaeteristics of inter
proces s . communication r

(b) Explain how mutual exclusion is i.pplemented in
dis;tributed systems.
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(c) Explain the two phases in the two-phase comrnit
protocol with th€ help of a diagram.

(d) Can a seryer invoked by light weight procedure calls

control the degree of concurrency within it? Explain.

(e) (r) What are the election algorithms? Explain about

Bullyalgorifhm. 
.: :

(ii) Explain about distibuted debugging.

(0 $lhat are the key design issues of remote procedure call
spterrr?

G) Explain asynchronous replioation for updating
distributd data.

(h) Write short notes on:

Design and implemerrtation issues of distributed

shared ftiemory,

(ii) Distributed deadlocks.

(r)

t-'-.
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4.

Attempt any two questions out of the following :

(15x2: 30)

3. Discuss how the efficiency of distributed shared memory s)6-

tem depends on the size of granularity and protocol used for

page replacement,

How check pointing is used in fault tolerance in

Distributed Sptems? Explain independent check pointing and

coordinated check pointing.

5. Explain following points related to recovefy for

providing fautt tole,rance capasities :
:

(r) Bachuard recovery

(ii) Forward recovery

GO Sender based loggng

(iv) Receive based loggtng.
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